OF THE FIVE ORIGINAL NUCLEAR WEAPONS STATES, CHINA ALONE IS BELIEVED TO BE INCREASING ITS NUCLEAR ARSENAL, BOOSTING ITS NUMBERS BY ROUGHLY 25 PERCENT SINCE 2005, ACCORDING TO PENTAGON ESTIMATES.1 OTHER SIGNIFICANT NUCLEAR-RELATED EVENTS IN CHINA INCLUDE THE DEPLOYMENT OF THE LONG-PREDICTED DONG FENG (DF)-31 AND DF-31A NUCLEAR-CAPABLE BALLISTIC MISSILES AND THE DONG HAI (DH)-10 NUCLEAR-CAPABLE CRUISE MISSILE.


TAKING THESE ASSESSMENTS INTO ACCOUNT, WE ESTIMATE THAT CHINA NOW HAS APPROXIMATELY 176 DEPLOYED WARHEADS, PLUS AN UNKNOWN NUMBER OF STORED WARHEADS, FOR A TOTAL STOCKPILE OF APPROXIMATELY 240 WARHEADS. OVER THE COMING DECADE, CHINA IS EXPECTED TO DEPLOY MORE WARHEADS ON NEW SYSTEMS BUT ALSO RETIRE OTHERS AS IT PHASES OUT OLDER SYSTEMS; HOWEVER, THERE CONTINUES TO BE SUBSTANTIAL UNCERTAINTY ABOUT THE COMPOSITION OF CHINA’S FUTURE FORCES.
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SNAPSHOT

China continues to expand and modernize its nuclear forces.

China has deployed its long-awaited DF-31 and DF-31A long-range ballistic missiles.

China is building up to four new ballistic missile submarines.

The first DF-31s have also become operational, according to Defense, with fewer than 10 missiles deployed. The solid-fueled, two-stage, road-mobile missile is carried on a six-axle TEL within a 15-meter canister. The DF-31 carries a single warhead and penetration aids; it is a long-range missile, but it cannot reach the continental United States. It is expected to replace the DF-3A and DF-4 as China’s main weapon for regional targeting.

China has deployed solid-fueled, road-mobile missiles for nearly two decades, starting with the first DF-21s in the late-1980s as it began to replace the DF-3A. Deployment of the medium-range DF-21 did not get under way in earnest until 1991, and significant increases in the number of DF-21s have occurred only very recently. In 2005, the Pentagon estimated that China had 19–23 DF-21s for approximately 36 launchers.4 The 2008 report lists “upwards of 50” nuclear-capable DF-21s deployed for 60 launchers, a 148 percent increase in missiles over four years. The Pentagon estimates China’s total DF-21 inventory at 60–80 missiles, with the balance being conventionally armed anti-ship ballistic missiles “based on the CSS-5 (DF-21) airframe.”5 Some DF-21s may also have an antisatellite mission, a capability demonstrated in 2006 when China destroyed one of its satellites with a DF-21-launched interceptor.

Photos of a new missile launcher similar to the one used for the DF-21 circulated on the internet in 2007, triggering rumors that China may have revived its abandoned DF-25 program. Some even speculated that each missile might have as many as three nuclear warheads. The
U.S. National Air and Space Intelligence Center (NASIC) declined to comment when we asked about the image, and the 2008 Pentagon report does not mention the DF-25 or any other new missile.

The DF-5 is China’s largest missile, capable of delivering a megateton warhead further than 13,000 kilometers (8,100 miles). China has used the liquid-fueled, silo-based DF-5 to target the United States and Russia since 1981. A program to upgrade the DF-5 to the DF-5A by increasing its range and payload has been ongoing since the 1980s. The ICBMs are thought to be deployed in silos at two locations, with their nuclear warheads stored separately nearby. If China decides to deploy multiple warheads on a portion of its ICBM force as a countermeasure to U.S. ballistic missile defenses, the DF-5A is a likely candidate that might use up to three lighter-weight warheads with penetration aids. It is unclear whether China plans to keep the DF-5A in operation along with the DF-31A or will maintain only the newer DF-31A.

China also deploys about 17 two-stage, liquid-fueled DF-4 long-range missiles and roughly the same number of launchers. Probably intended for regional targets, the DF-4s are expected to be replaced by DF-31s.

The oldest missile in China’s inventory, the liquid-fueled, medium-range DF-3A, is slowly being retired after nearly four decades of service; about 17 missiles (and perhaps 10 launchers) remain operational. The Pentagon expects the DF-3A to be retired by 2010.6

**Submarines and sea-based missiles.** China has only one Xia-class nuclear-powered ballistic missile submarine (SSBN) and is building at least two, possibly more, Jin-class SSBNs. By analyzing commercial satellite imagery in July 2007, we identified one Jin at the Xiaopingdao Submarine Base south of Dalian from an image taken in October 2006.7 A more recent satellite image from May 2007 also revealed two subs docked at the Bohai Shipyard in Huludao; this might indicate two new boats, or the image might have captured the first boat, returned from Xiaopingdao.8 This second image also shows what appears to be the end of a third submarine extending from beneath a covered assembly hall.

A third satellite image, taken on February 27, 2008, revealed the first deployment of a Jin sub to the expanding Yulin Naval Base on Hainan Island in the South China Sea. This might have been the submarine we spotted at Xiaopingdao, in which case three Jins have been launched. The image also showed that a submarine demagnetization facility has been added to Yulin since 2005, the first such facility. Demagnetization improves stealth by removing residual magnetic fields in the metal of the hull. A submarine cave similar to the one we disclosed at Jianggezhuang Naval Base in 2006 has also been constructed at the Yulin base, as well as extensive underground facilities.9 We first reported the Yulin cave in 2006.10 How many Jin-class submarines China plans to build is unknown, but the U.S. Office of Naval Intelligence (ONI) estimated...
in December 2006 that “a fleet of probably five SSBNs will be built in order to provide more redundancy and capacity for a near-continuous at-sea SSBN presence.” Some media reports assumed that ONI meant China is building five Jin-class SSBNs; we interpreted the statement as more of a projection. The 2007 Pentagon report ignored the ONI estimate, but the 2008 report estimates that by 2010 China likely will have “up to five” Jin-class SSBNs. A fleet of four SSBNs would be similar to those of Britain and France; four to five Jin-class SSBNs would carry 48–60 missiles, a significant increase from the 12 on the Xia.

The ONI’s projection of “a near-continuous at-sea SSBN presence” assumes that China plans to operate its SSBNs in a fashion similar to the United States, Britain, and France. This would be a dramatic change. China has no experience with operating SSBNs; its single operational SSBN has never gone on patrol. The new SSBNs’ Julang (JL)-2 missiles cannot reach the continental United States from Chinese waters and in a crisis would face considerable threats from hostile attack submarines if trying to venture into the Pacific Ocean, especially in such chokepoints as the narrow strait between South Korea and Japan or the Malacca Strait.

The Jin-class SSBN is approximately 135 meters long (443 feet) and has 12 launch tubes for the JL-2 submarine-launched ballistic missile (SLBM). The JL-2 was previously credited with a range of 8,000 kilometers (5,000 miles), but the 2008 Pentagon report has lowered that estimate to 7,200 kilometers (4,500 miles), the same as the parent missile, the DF-31.

As with the DF-31 and DF-31A, there is speculation that the JL-2 may be equipped with multiple warheads, but the U.S. intelligence community credits the missile with only a single warhead. The Pentagon predicts initial operation- al capability for the JL-2 in 2009 or 2010, but given China’s previous difficulties with ballistic missile submarine technology, this remains unlikely.

China’s sole first-generation SSBN, the Xia, is no longer considered fully operational. In 2003, the Pentagon predicted that China would deploy the JL-1 SLBM that year and that the sub’s service life would be extended past 2010, but the Xia has never sailed on a deterrent patrol. The 2008 Pentagon report does not include the JL-1 on its list of Chinese missile forces.

**Cruise missiles.** The Pentagon believes that China’s nuclear-capable DH-10 land-attack cruise missile is now operational and estimates that China deploys 50–250 of the missiles—a range that reveals significant uncertainty about the status of the weapon system. The DH-10, which can fly farther than 2,000 kilometers (1,200 miles), apparently exists in both ground- and air-launched nuclear-capable versions that “improve the survivability, flexibility, and effectiveness of China’s nuclear forces,” according to the Pentagon. How many of the new cruise missiles might be nuclear-capable is unclear.

**Nonstrategic nuclear weapons.** Several CIA documents have been declassified within the last two years that provide new insight into the U.S. assessment of possible Chinese nonstrategic weapons.

In July 1990, the CIA reported that China’s second nuclear test of the year “may be related to development of a warhead for a Chinese short-range ballistic missile.” In February 1993, an intelligence report concluded that part of the purpose of China’s testing series at the time was “possibly to test for tactical systems to be developed in the future.” Later that year, another CIA assessment said the Chinese testing probably would enable China “to develop new warheads for its . . . tactical missile systems by 1996.” In 1995, the agency thought a Chinese test scheduled for June “may include warhead testing for . . . a cruise missile.” Although unknown, it is possible that this cruise missile might be today’s DH-10. The same year, another CIA assessment said a Chinese nuclear test scheduled for September 1995 possibly involved “a uranium artillery shell,” and speculated, “China could be seeking to confirm the reliability of a nuclear artillery shell design in advance of a nuclear test ban. Such a weapon would be primarily defensive, for use along China’s perimeter against massed formations such as an amphibious landing or a Russian ground attack.”

These assessments add to evidence that China pursued or possessed several types of nonstrategic weapons: ballistic missiles, cruise missiles, and artillery. The overwhelming majority of China’s short-range ballistic missiles, perhaps all of them, are thought to be conventional.

**Warheads.** China has the technical capability to develop multiple reentry vehicles (MRVs) and multiple independently targetable reentry vehicles (MIRVs) but has chosen not to deploy such systems on its missiles. In March 2006, NASIC listed all Chinese long-range ballistic missiles with a single warhead, and the 2008 Pentagon report says only that China continues to research MIRVs. Despite this, some institutions, publications, and private websites frequently credit many of China’s long-range ballistic missiles as having MIRVs. Jane’s Strategic Weapon Systems, for example, lists MIRVs for the DF-5A, DF-31, and DF-31A.

Estimating the size and composition of the Chinese nuclear stockpile is exceedingly difficult; China does not publicize details about its nuclear forces. U.S. and other intelligence sources release very little information—often contradictory or even exaggerated—about what they know, and unofficial publications and the internet are awash in inaccurate and unsubstantiated claims.

Production of new warheads for the DF-31, DF-31A, and JL-2—assuming they will carry new warheads—has probably already taken place, increasing China’s stockpile. This warhead increase probably will be offset by the retirement of old warheads for the shorter-range DF-3, DF-4, and JL-1 as those systems are withdrawn during the next several years.

The Pentagon projects that by 2010, the Chinese nuclear force will have DF-45; “enhanced” DF-55 (DF-5As); DF-21B; “solid-fueled, road-mobile DF-31 and DF-31A ICBMs”; and “up to five Jin-class SSBNs, each carrying between 10 and 12 JL-2 SLBMs.” Faced with U.S., Russian, and Indian nuclear force modernizations, China apparently believes this posture will reduce the vulnerability of its nuclear deterrent.
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